UPDATING OF WG33 - GUIDELINES FOR THE DESIGN OF FENDER SYSTEMS

Terms of Reference

1. Background

Marine fenders are a critical component in maritime infrastructure, absorbing the energy of vessels during berthing and while moored, and protecting both vessels and berth structures from damage.

In 1984 PIANC published a Supplement to Bulletin No. 45, containing improved design methods for fender systems.

This guideline was followed in 2002 by PIANC WG33, which included more advanced fender design and testing methods, taking into account performance modification factors for manufacturing tolerances, temperature and velocity.

Since the WG33 guideline was published:

- there have been further advances in design methods for fender systems
- vessel dimensions and hull shapes have further evolved
- WG145 (being finalised) has collected and analysed berthing velocities and angles
- WG145 has also addressed reliability design, vessel dimensions and container vessel flare angles
- WG186 (in progress) is considering mooring requirements for large ships at quay walls
- an update of WG24 is proposed (Criteria for Movement of Moored Ships in Harbours)
• manufacturers have undertaken further research into fender materials, performance, durability and impacts of aging

• improvements to WG 33 guidelines have been suggested by users, including improved fender testing and verification procedures, performance requirements for fender system elements and the addition of maintenance and repair guidelines

• automated mooring systems are increasingly being used in conjunction with conventional fender systems.

Under these circumstances it is proposed to update WG 33.

2. Objectives and Scope

Prepare a general update of WG 33, including:

• update the basis of design and design guidance in relation to:
  o alignment with current practice including reliability design methods
  o latest simulation software for evaluation of fender/vessel interaction
  o recent vessel trends including increases in vessel sizes, developments in hull shapes and the implications for fender engagement
  o vertical and horizontal forces on fenders
  o hull pressures
  o outline consideration of special issues applying to wheel fenders and foam filled fenders

• consider and incorporate relevant outcomes of other working groups including:
  o WG 145 in relation to analysis of berthing velocities and angles
  o WG 145 in relation to reliability design
  o WG 145 in relation to the problem of hull flare angles on large container vessels
  o WG 186 in relation to mooring requirements of large vessels at quay walls
  o WG 24 (update proposed) in relation to acceptable movements of vessels at berth

• review recent research by fender manufacturers and update guidance in relation to durability and performance, including:
• fender materials composition and influence on performance factors
• fender durability and causes of failure
• impact of aging on fender performance and reactions

• review the WG33 guidance in relation to testing procedures for fender materials and fender performance, with specific reference to:
  o representative scope of testing,
  o consistency of test procedures and compliance in testing facilities,
  o representative quality and quantity of samples to be tested,
  o independence of testing and verification of fender materials and performance

• clarify that PIANC is not a fender certifying body and cannot endorse certification of compliance by third parties using the guidelines

• provide guidance on design of other fender system components including facing panels, chains and fixings

• provide guidance on durability, maintenance and repair of fender system components

• provide guidance on the implications of automated mooring systems used in conjunction with fender systems.

3. Documents to be Reviewed

Documents to be reviewed include, but are not limited to, the following:


• Guidelines for the Design of Fender Systems, PIANC MarCom Working Group 33, 2002

• EAU Recommendations of the Committee for Waterfront Structures, Harbours and Waterways, 2004

• Technical Standards and Commentaries for Port and Harbour Facilities in Japan, 2009

• Spanish ROM 0.2-11, Recommendations for the Planning and Execution of Berthing and Mooring Works, 2011
4. Intended Product

The intended product is an update of WG33 providing concise and clear design guidance for fender systems, in alignment with current practice, together with updated guidance in relation to fender materials, performance, testing, durability and maintenance.

5. Working Group Membership

Working Group members should be drawn from:

- Marine terminal owners/operators
• Marine infrastructure designers
• Marine fender and mooring system manufacturers
• Relevant research organizations.

6. **Relevance to Countries in Transition**

The updated guideline will be of value to countries in transition by providing practical guidance on fender system selection, procurement and maintenance, and on the impact of aging on fender performance.

7. **Relevance of Climate Change**

The activities of this working group will not be related directly to climate change.